Weebit Nano Ltd.
Share Price: A$2.26

Another major milestone achieved

ASX: WBT
Sector: Technology Hardware & Equipment

Tape out of ReRAM demo chip in commercial fab
Weebit Nano’s (ASX:WBT) first commercial deal, with US-based
semiconductor foundry SkyWater Technology (NASDAQ:SKYT),
has reached the next level. The company announced it has
completed the technology transfer phase and taped-out
demonstration chips integrating its embedded Resistive Random
Access Memory (ReRAM) module to a production fab for the first
time. Tape out is the final result of the design process for
integrated circuits, where the design is packaged and sent off for
manufacturing.
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Why this tape out is so important
This is not just a major milestone for Weebit’s partnership with
SkyWater, but for the company more generally as it seeks to
commercialise ReRAM. It marks the first tape-out of Weebit’s
ReRAM technology to a production fab, marking the successful
completion of the technology transfer to SkyWater’s production
facility. Once the chips return from production, Weebit will enter
the qualification phase at the end of which the technology will
be ready for mass production by SkyWater’s customers.
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Publicly demonstrating its ReRAM IP module
Earlier in June, Weebit’s ReRAM module was demonstrated for
the first time at the Leti Innovation Days event. This is an
important in-person semiconductor industry conference held in
France, attracting high level industry executives and decision
makers. Weebit Nano demonstrated ReRAM as a non-volatile
memory (NVM) memory block, being fed live images and
retaining the data while powered-off, then displaying the data
separately. The demonstration showed the speed of ReRAM,
depicting its faster write speeds compared to typical flash
memory technology.
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Valuation metrics
Valuation per share (A$)

4.75

Source: Pitt Street Research

ANALYSTS: MARC KENNIS, NICK SUNDICH

Valuation of A$4.75 per share
We reiterate our valuation for WBT of A$4.75 per share (see full
valuation here), which we last updated on 14 January 2021. This
represented an enterprise value of ~$750m, which is in line with
past industry deals and based on the expectation of commercial
deals. We are anticipating additional commercial deals in the
near to medium term, helped, in part, by the tape out at
SkyWater. Such deals should serve as catalysts for the share price
and may, in turn, attract other prospects. Please see page 5 for
an overview of key investment risks.
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The first tape out to a production fab is a very important
milestone

SkyWater customers can now
use the demo chip as the final
platform for testing &
prototyping ahead of volume
production

Moving further into the
commercialisation phase

Nine months since Weebit Nano sealed its first commercial deal with
semiconductor foundry operator SkyWater, it has completed transferring its
technology to SkyWater’s 130nm CMOS fab and performed the first tape-out
of its ReRAM technology in a production fab.
Taping-out is the process of packaging the design after verifying its
functionality and delivering it to the fab. Weebit taped-out its demonstration
chip, which consists of a complete sub-system incorporating its memory
module together with a processor, communication and other key required
elements. Once the chips return from manufacturing, Weebit and SkyWater
will be able to qualify them, the last step before making it available to
customers for mass production.
SkyWater’s 130nm CMOS process is ideal for applications such as analog,
power management, automotive, IoT and medical.
As we observed in our 20 September 2021 report on WBT, the SkyWater deal,
and now the first tape-out, takes the company out of the development stage
for young semiconductor companies and very much into the
commercialisation stage.
No matter how impressive the underlying technology looks, would-be
customers will typically not engage without proof it can be manufactured in
an efficient and cost-effective manner. The qualification process will remove
those concerns.

Success breeds success
WBT, having spent much time and resources on the technology transfer and
tape-out at SkyWater, can now devote more of its attention to other
prospects. With this tape-out success under its belt, we believe discussions
with existing prospects will be a lot easier. Moreover, we expect engaging
with new prospects should be easier as well as each step closer to
qualification will increase their confidence in WBT’s technology.
In other words, we expect this tape-out, and the subsequent qualification of
the demo chips, may expedite WBT’s commercialisation process.

Full throttle on creating industry awareness of ReRAM
Weebit demonstrated its ReRAM
IP module for the first time.

Earlier in June, Weebit demonstrated its ReRAM IP module for the first time
at the Leti Innovation Days event. This is an important in-person
semiconductor industry conference held in France, attracting high level
industry executives and decision makers. Weebit showed ReRAM as a NVM
memory block, being fed live images and retaining the data while poweredoff, then displaying the data separately.
The demonstration showed the speed of Weebit’s ReRAM, depicting its faster
write speed compared to typical flash memory technology. It is based on
Weebit’s embedded ReRAM module that included the ReRAM array, control
logic, decoders, IOs (Input/Output communication elements) and error
correcting code (ECC) as well as patent-pending analog and digital smart
circuitry running smart algorithms, which significantly enhance the memory
array’s technical parameters.
This was not the only prestigious industry event Weebit participated at in
recent months. In May, Weebit Nano’s Chief Scientist Gabriel Molas
presented at the International Memory Workshop (IMW) 2022 on ReRAM’s
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high temperature reliability. At the same time, Chief Technology Officer Ishai
Naveh participated in a panel session. And in June, Vice President of
Technology Development Amir Regev discussed emerging materials and
technologies for ReRAM at the CIMTEC conference in Italy.
So, it’s fair to say that the WBT team is going all-out when it comes to creating
awareness of its ReRAM technology and the applications of it.

A healthy cash position
Weebit Nano remains well funded for the foreseeable future. As at 30 April
2022, it had $53.2m in cash, enough to last over four years at current burn
rate, although we expect the burn rate to pick up as the company expedites
its commercialisation.
It last raised capital in December 2021, raising a total of $35.6m - $25.7m from
a private placement to major Israeli investors and $9.9m from an
oversubscribed entitlement offer.

Well-funded to ride out the
current Tech crunch

We also observe that during 3Q22, the company received $8.5m from the
exercising of options. A further $300k was raised via the issuing of placement
shares to three directors, as part of last year’s capital raising, but only
approved by shareholders in the last quarter. It was also able to achieve a cash
inflow from R&D of $759k by offsetting expenses by a GST refund in France.
All in all, we believe WBT is in an excellent financial position to weather the
current financial market turbulence that is hitting the Tech sector currently.
We believe the current Tech crunch is hitting Tech companies that don’t have
their funding for the foreseeable future in order especially hard. WBT is not
one of them, in our view.

Valuation for WBT of A$4.75 per share
Fair value of A$4.75 per share
reiterated

In our research update on WBT from January 2021, available here, we valued
the company at A$4.75 per share, representing an enterprise value of $750m.
We derived this value using semiconductor industry M&A transactions and
parallels to ASX-listed peer BrainChip (ASX:BRN). We reiterate this A$4.75 per
share valuation.
Don’t forget to watch our interview with CEO Coby Hanoch!
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Key investment risks
•

•

•

Alternative emerging memory technologies are being developed by
WBT’s competitors. These technologies could potentially be superior in
nature and/or could be commercialised sooner than WBT’s technology,
which would inhibit the company’s future growth.
However, apart from 4DS Memory (ASX:4DS), we don’t see the other
ReRAM players, specifically Crossbar and Adesto, as potential
competitors. Crossbar seems to have “evaporated” with no significant
business activity in the last 18 months, while Adesto was acquired by
Dialog Semiconductor for an EV of US$500m (A$758m at the time),
specifically for its IP in the IoT space. Dialog was subsequentially acquired
by Renesas (2021).
Although WBT now seems adequately funded for the medium term, the
company may need to raise further capital. That may be required, for
instance, if its current development programs and technology
transfer/qualification take longer than currently anticipated or multiple
growth opportunities arise, resulting in dilution for existing shareholders
(albeit at offer prices reflecting the company’s progress).
COVID-19 still poses a potential risk to WBT as potential inability to travel
may pose challenges to WBT’s technical and commercial people in its
conversation with partners and prospects. This may slow down further
commercialisation.

Please refer to www.pittstreetresearch.com for our initiating coverage report
on WBT, including more elaborate risk assessments.
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Appendix I – ReRAM technology
ReRAM technology: The right balance between Flash memory
and DRAM
ReRAM is a fast, cost-effective and energy-efficient NVM technology. It can
be considered a hybrid memory technology, as it is non-volatile like Flash
memory and nearly as fast as DRAM, which is volatile, i.e., a DRAM cell will
lose the value (1 or 0) that is stored if the power is switched off. WBT is
developing SiOx ReRAM, which, in terms of performance metrics, sits right
between Flash and DRAM.

How does it work?
Generally, in case of NAND Flash memory, the values of 1 and 0 are attributed
on the basis of the trapped electrical charge present in the memory cell’s
floating gate. However, in case of a ReRAM cell, the values (1 and 0) are
attributed based on the resistance level of the cell material sandwiched
between the two electrodes (Figure 1). A value of 1 is attributed to a state of
low resistivity, while a value of 0 is attributed to a state of high resistivity.
There are two ways of changing the resistance level of a ReRAM cell.
i) Through interface switching, which changes the resistivity of the entire
layer between the electrodes or
ii) By creating a filament that connects the two electrodes.
WBT uses the latter.
The technology WBT is developing is based on the forming of a conductive
channel between the two metal electrodes of a ReRAM cell. These electrodes
are typically made of metals, such as titanium, tungsten, aluminium or
copper. The conductive channel is formed inside a non-conductive SiOx layer.
Figure 1: Cell switching by forming and breaking a silicon filament in a SiOx switching layer

Source: Pitt Street Research

SiOx has typically been used as an insulating component in semiconductor
manufacturing. However, by applying a certain voltage to one of the
electrodes, a switchable conductive pathway of silicon nanowires (filament)
can be formed within the SiOx layer (Figure 1). In this high-conductivity, lowReaders should be aware that Pitt Street Research Pty Ltd has been engaged and paid by the company covered in this report for ongoing
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resistance state, the cell value is 1. By subsequently applying a reverse voltage
to the electrode, the filament can be broken down again, effectively switching
the memory cell back to the original state of 0.
The actual filament is formed as the applied electrical voltage strips away
some of the oxygen atoms in the SiOx layer, leaving the silicon atoms to
cluster and form a conductive silicon pathway to the other electrode. The
filament is ~5 nanometer (nm) to 7nm in diameter.
WBT uses SiOx in its ReRAM cells, a material that is understood well by the
semiconductor industry and has been used in chip manufacturing for decades.
We believe that the industry’s familiarity with SiOx is a key factor in driving
the adoption of WBT’s technology among both semiconductor design houses
and foundries.

ReRAM’s technical parameters validate its commercial use
The endurance and retention
levels demonstrated by WBT’s
technology open up many
commercial opportunities

The key parameters for any non-volatile memory are retention and
endurance. As demonstrated in the tests conducted by WBT’s research
partner Leti in May 2019, the company’s ReRAM technology is at the forefront
of the ReRAM market. The tests demonstrated data retention of over 10 years
at 130-150°C, and endurance of a million cycles. Notably, these endurance
levels are significantly higher than today’s state-of-the-art Flash memory
technologies.
Moreover, the retention levels that were achieved at these high temperatures
have broadened the scope of potential commercial applications wherein
WBT’s technology can be used, including the most notable addressable
market of electric vehicles.

Appendix II – MLC technology
MLC technology: Putting more data in the same cell is another
way to increase density
Traditionally, memory cells had two possible states, 1 and 0, and therefore
could contain 1 bit of data. These cells are termed as single-level cells (SLC).
However, now MLCs are available wherein the stored charge can be a variety
of values and 2 bits of data can be stored in a single cell (Figure 2). MLC
technology thus allows more data per unit of area to be packed on to a chip
compared to SLC.
Typically, the cycling endurance and reliability required in end-user
applications determine the appropriate storage technology to be used. SLCs
have lower power consumption and therefore a longer lifespan compared to
MLC (~100,000 cycles for SLC versus ~10,000 for MLC). Owing to higher
reliability and faster speeds, SLC can be found in high-end storage
applications, including data centre storage. However, MLCs are less expensive
to manufacture per unit of storage and this makes MLC Flash the most used
Flash, especially in consumer electronics such as mobile phones, cameras and
tablets.
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Figure 2: Relative voltage levels for SLC and MLC

Source: Pitt Street Research
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